Size-tunable, bright, and stable PbS quantum dots: a surface chemistry study.
PbS Qdots are synthesized using PbCl2 and elemental sulfur as precursors. The available size range is significantly expanded using tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP), enabling the synthesis of monodisperse suspensions of Qdots with a mean size varying between 3 and 10 nm. The ligand composition and dynamics are investigated with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. We show that the Qdots are passivated solely by highly dynamic OlAm ligands, even when TOP is employed during synthesis. In this respect, TOP is a compound strongly modifying the Qdot synthesis, without affecting the final Qdot surface chemistry. Next, the OlAm ligands are exchanged for oleic acid (OlAc). NMR data show that the OlAc ligands are tightly bound to the Qdot surface, with a coverage of 3.0±0.4 nm(-2). In addition, we demonstrate that they are bound as oleate ions. Combining this with the inorganic Qdot composition, we observe that charge-neutral Qdots are obtained when taking into account the charge of the stoichiometric PbS Qdot core, the surface excess of Pb ions, the surface-adsorbed Cl ions and the oleate ligands. The Qdot suspensions are stable under atmospheric conditions, showing no changes in the NMR and absorbance spectra for several weeks. Finally, we determine the photoluminescence quantum yield (PL QY) for OlAc-capped PbS Qdots, synthesized either with or without TOP. In both cases, they are highly luminescent, with PL QY values varying between 20 and 90%, depending on the Qdot size.